
combined with standard anti-myeloma treatment (including prior

bisphosphonates), resulted in 43.8% increase in lumbar spine BMD.

Bone turnover markers have been extensively studied in MBD

and provide information on bone dynamics to reflect disease activity.6

The suppression in bone formation seen in the mouse model of MBD

occurs in part due to Dickkopf (Dkk-1) inhibiting the WNT pathway.

Note, P1NP has been shown to be a reliable marker of osteoblast

activity and correlates with histomorphometric indices of bone forma-

tion. In our study, teriparatide resulted in a significant 4-fold increase

in P1NP and to a lesser degree in u-DPyD excretion. By increasing

bone resorption, PTH may cause release of growth factors from bone

that are locally embedded, and could in theory impact on myeloma cell

growth/disease progression. Although this did not appear to have

occurred, it is nonetheless important to be vigilant when using bone

anabolic agents.

Eleven percent of individuals in the phase III teriparatide trials

developed mild hypercalcemia (serum calcium < 2.80 mmol/L) but this

was largely found in patients receiving 40 mcg daily.2 Hypercalcemia

occurs in MBD and monitoring of the serum calcium is mandatory

when prescribing teriparatide. There are no studies demonstrating the

expression of PTH receptors on myeloma cells. So, PTH administered

to severe combined immunodeficient (SCID) mice with myeloma7

resulted in a significant increase in bone formation as well as attenua-

tion in bone resorption and myeloma growth. None of our patients

developed hypercalcemia or deterioration in their eGFR and there

was no demonstrable negative impact on their myeloma activity, pos-

sibly due to the effects of anti-myeloma therapies and previous

bisphosphonates.

While antiresorptive therapies remain standard therapy for MBD,

there is a need for assessing the benefits of the newer potent bone ana-

bolic agents in patients with devastating osteoporosis and recurrent

vertebral fractures. Our study highlights the positive changes in bone

formation and BMD that can occur when bone anabolic therapies are

administered to this high-risk cohort. Whether sequential

(antiresorptive followed by bone anabolic) or combined (antiresorptive

and bone anabolic) therapies will be superior and safer in this cohort will

need to be determined. Careful evaluation of the myeloma burden,

bone marrow plasma cell activity and plasma cell kinetics will be manda-

tory when studying these bone anabolic agents in MBD.
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A 6 month extension trial
evaluating safety and efficacy
of ferric derisomaltose in
patients with iron deficiency
anemia: The FERWON-EXT
trial

To the Editor:

Iron deficiency anemia (IDA) is a common health problem affecting

more than 2 billion people worldwide. The ability to administer high

dose intravenous (IV) iron facilitates the management in clinical
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conditions where demands for iron are high, as well as in which oral

iron is ineffective, not tolerated, or harmful.

Intravenous iron has been associated with concerns of potential

hypersensitivity reactions,1 and although such reactions are rare, there is

caution with use due to perceived risk of potential reactions. Random-

ized clinical trials (RCT) evaluating and comparing the safety of IV iron

with a co-primary endpoint of the incidence of serious or severe hyper-

sensitivity reactions have been performed in the FERWON-IDA2 and

FERWON-NEPHRO3 trials. They compared ferric derisomaltose (FDI),

also known as iron isomaltoside 1000, with iron sucrose (IS). The two tri-

als included 3050 patients with IDA with either different clinical diagno-

ses (FERWON-IDA trial)2 or non-dialysis-dependent CKD (FERWON-

NEPHRO trial).3 The co-primary endpoints were achieved in both trials

with a low frequency of serious or severe hypersensitivity reactions of

0.3% with FDI, a more pronounced increase in hemoglobin (Hb) with FDI

during the first weeks, and confirmation of non-inferiority at week eight

when compared to IS.2,3 Similarly, in the PROVIDE trial, which compared

FDI and IS in 511 patients with IDA, FDI was superior to IS at increasing

patients' Hb (proportion of patients with Hb increase 2 g/dL), and both

treatments were well tolerated with only 0.6% experiencing serious

adverse reactions.4

Most trials with FDI and other IV iron formulations have been

4-12 weeks in duration, and safety trials with a longer duration are

warranted to investigate long-term safety after re-dosing. Herein we

present a 6 month extension trial (FERWON-EXT) enrolling patients

from three randomized, comparative, open-label trials with FDI per-

formed in the USA - the PROVIDE,4 FERWON-IDA,2 and FERWON-

NEPHRO3 trials. The aim of the FERWON-EXT trial was to evaluate

the safety and efficacy of FDI re-dosing.

The primary endpoint was the number of adverse drug reactions

(ADRs). The secondary safety endpoints included incidence of adjudi-

cated serious or severe hypersensitivity reactions, composite cardio-

vascular adverse events (AEs), hypophosphatemia (s-phosphate

2.0 mg/dL), and change in Hb, s-ferritin, and transferrin saturation

from baseline to week two, and months three and six. Adjudication of

serious or severe hypersensitivity reactions and composite cardiovas-

cular AEs was performed by an independent Clinical Endpoint Adjudi-

cation Committee. The hypersensitivity terms were defined by a

standardized set of Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities

(MedDRA) terms.2,3

A group of 193 patients from the three previous RCTs were

screened, of whom 103 were enrolled and 94 (91%) completed the

trial. A total of 101 patients received one dose of 1000 mg FDI. One

patient experienced a transient episode of back pain during the infu-

sion and received only 350 mg.

A total of seven ADRs in 5/102 (4.9%) patients were reported. No

ADR term was reported more than once. The proportion of patients with

ADRs (Clopper-Pearson 95% CI) was 0.05 (0.02; 0.11). No serious ADRs,

or serious or severe hypersensitivity reactions were reported.

Six events in 6/102 (5.9%) were confirmed as cardiovascular

events, primarily in patients with CKD (four events in four patients).

None of the adjudicated and confirmed cardiovascular events were

assessed as related to FDI.

Hypophosphatemia was reported in 8/102 (7.8%) and none of

these patients had CKD. Of these events, one was reported as a mild,

non-serious ADR, whereas the others were not reported as clinically

significant. None developed severe hypophosphatemia (s-phosphate

1.0 mg/dL).

The mean (±SD) Hb level increased significantly from baseline

(9.60 ± 1.52 g/dL) to week two (10.88 ± 1.29 g/dL), month three

(11.38 ± 1.29 g/dL), and month six (11.06 ± 1.60 g/dL) with a peak at

month three (Figure 1). The mean (±SD) s-ferritin level increased significantly

from baseline (68.2 ± 87.2 ng/mL) to week two (323 ± 227 ng/mL), month

three (153 ± 188 ng/mL), and month six (157 ± 218 ng/mL) with a peak

at week two (Figure 1). The mean (±SD) transferrin saturation level

increased significantly from baseline (14.5 ± 13.2%) to week two

(22.6 ± 8.8%) and month three (19.0 ± 10.3%), whereas there was no

statistical difference at month six (16.5 ± 9.3%) (Figure 1).

In this extension trial, consisting of patients from the PROVIDE,4

FERWON-IDA,2 and FERWON-NEPHRO3 trials, the incidence of ADRs

was low and similar to what was reported in the FERWON-NEPHRO3

trial (4.7%) and lower than in the PROVIDE4 (22.5%) and FERWON-

IDA2 (12.5%) trials. Of the 102 participants, seven (7%) had experienced

an ADR in the previous “lead-in” RCT. Furthermore, the reported ADRs

were mild or moderate in severity, and no serious ADRs or serious or

severe hypersensitivity reactions were reported. Re-dosing with FDI did

not adversely affect the risk of developing serious or severe reactions. A

low incidence of blindly adjudicated and confirmed serious or severe

hypersensitivity reactions of 0.3% was observed with FDI treatment in

both the FERWON-IDA2 and FERWON-NEPHRO3 trials. These data are

supported by a recent published analysis of the two head-to-head

PHOSPHARE trials comparing hypersensitivity reactions in patients with

IDA treated with FDI or ferric carboxymaltose (FCM).5 In the PHOS-

PHARE trials the incidence of serious or severe hypersensitivity reactions

was a pre-defined secondary endpoint and the results showed an inci-

dence of 0.8% for FDI and 1.7% for FCM.5

The most extensive and robust approach conducted to date to

assess the risk of serious or severe hypersensitivity reactions with FDI,

FCM, and IS included a total of 8599 patients from 21 RCTs.6 There was

a low incidence of serious or severe hypersensitivity reaction with all IV

iron products. Different statistical methods were used with the primary

analysis (Bayesian inference) showing a mean odds ratio of 0.41 for FDI

vs FCM, indicating a 59% lower risk of experiencing a serious or severe

hypersensitivity reaction with FDI relative to FCM.6 The mean odds ratio

was 0.51 for FDI vs IS, indicating a 49% lower risk of experiencing a seri-

ous or serious hypersensitivity reaction with FDI relative to IS.6

The incidence of adjudicated and confirmed composite cardiovascular

AEs in the present trial was 5.9%. Most of the events occurred in patients

from the FERWON-NEPHRO trial who were older, and had a higher inci-

dence of cardiac disorders as compared to patients in the other two lead-

in trials, emphasizing that patients with CKD have a higher risk of cardio-

vascular events compared to a more broad IDA population.

The incidence of hypophosphatemia in this trial was 7.8% which

was similar to the frequency in the PHOSPHARE trials, in which

patients treated with FDI had a significantly lower incidence of hyp-

ophosphatemia than those treated with FCM (8.0% vs 74.4%,
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P < .001).5 In the PHOSPHARE trials, FCM induced high rates of

intact fibroblast growth factor 23 which resulted in hyp-

ophosphatemia through renal phosphate wasting. The hyp-

ophosphatemia induced by FCM was frequently severe with

s-phosphate 1.0 mg/dL in 11.3% of the FCM group vs none in the FDI

group (P < .001), and hypophosphatemia often persisted at the end of

follow up at day 35 (43.0% in the FCM group vs 0.9% in the FDI

group).5 The current trial showed that re-dosing with FDI did not

increase the incidence of hypophosphatemia.

While the primary objective and endpoints of FERWON-EXT

were safety, hematopoietic responses were also assessed. Mean Hb,

s-ferritin, and transferrin saturation increased significantly from base-

line and peaked 2 weeks (s-ferritin, and transferrin saturation) or 3

months (Hb) after dosing. Note, FDI is the only IV iron with an

approval in the US for dosing of 1000 mg IV iron in one infusion, and

administration of single doses above 1000 mg for patients with a

bodyweight >50 kg (20 mg/kg) in the EU. The efficacy of FDI is well

documented in RCTs, and FDI is at least as effective as FCM in cor-

recting IDA6 and provides a faster and more pronounced hematologi-

cal effect than IS.2-4

The strengths of the trial were inclusion of a broad population

across a wide range of IDA etiologies, including pre-menopausal

women with menorrhagia who were otherwise healthy, and CKD

patients of whom 50% were 65 years or older. Iron deficiency anemia

was confirmed in all patients based upon Hb and s-ferritin, transferrin

saturation or both, and those previously experiencing ADRs with FDI

treatment were not excluded. Finally, the trial duration was 6 months,

allowing for assessment of longer-term safety.

In conclusion, these data demonstrated that re-dosing with a sin-

gle IV dose of 1000 mg FDI was well tolerated and provided a fast

improvement in Hb which was sustained 6 months after dosing. All

dosed patients, except one, received the full FDI infusion without

interruption. Adverse drug reactionss were reported in 4.9% of the

patients, and all were mild or moderate in severity and none were

serious. No serious or severe hypersensitivity reaction occurred.
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The effect of anticoagulant
choice on venous
thromboembolism recurrence
and bleeding in sickle cell
disease

To the Editor:

Sickle cell disease (SCD) is a genetic hemoglobinopathy affecting

approximately 100 000 people in the United States.1 Patients

experience vascular complications leading to frequent hospitalizations,

multiorgan complications, and a reduced lifespan.

The risk of venous thromboembolism (VTE) is increased in SCD, with

11% to 12% of adults experiencing a VTE by age 40.2 Sickle cell disease

creates a hypercoagulable state through alterations in platelet function

and the coagulation cascade. The risk for VTE is exacerbated by the

increased use of indwelling catheters and frequent hospitalizations in this

population.3 So, VTE in SCD is associated with a 2-fold to 4-fold increase

in the risk of death compared to those who do not develop VTE.2

Despite the increased incidence of VTE and its related mortality

risk in this population, minimal data exists regarding the optimal

length of treatment, or the safety and efficacy of heparins, warfarin or

direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) in SCD. Recent guidelines from

the American Society of Hematology (ASH) recommend indefinite

anticoagulation for unprovoked or recurrent provoked VTE, and

short-term (3-6 months) anticoagulation for an initial provoked VTE,

however no guidance is given regarding choice of anticoagulant due

to a paucity of data. We present safety and efficacy data for different

anticoagulants in the treatment of VTE at our institution to begin to

address this question.

A retrospective chart review was performed on all patients with

SCD ≥18 years of age, alive or deceased, who received care at Boston

Medical Center (BMC) between 2003 and 2018. All patients were part

of the BMC SCD Clinical Database and had SCD confirmed by hemo-

globin electrophoresis. Inpatient and ambulatory visit notes were

reviewed for VTE occurrence and treatment course. This study was

approved by the Boston University School of Medicine Institutional

Review Board.

Venous thromboembolism was defined as (a) deep venous throm-

bosis (DVT) diagnosed by duplex ultrasound or (b) pulmonary embo-

lism (PE) diagnosed by either ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) scanning or

computed tomography (CT) angiography. The primary efficacy out-

come was the number of VTE events that occurred while a patient

was receiving anticoagulation. The primary safety outcome was major

bleeding as defined by the International Society on Thrombosis and

Hemostasis 2005 guidelines.4

Descriptive statistics were used to describe baseline patient char-

acteristics and primary efficacy and safety outcomes. Continuous vari-

ables were presented as medians with interquartile ranges (IQR).

Analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corpora-

tion, Redmond, WA).

The medical records of 233 patients with SCD were reviewed.

Venous thromboembolism was identified in 55 (23.6%) patients.

Thirty-six (65%) were female and 34 (62%) had HbSS disease

(Figure S1).

In the 55 patients, 94 VTE events occurred. These included

55 (58.5%) PE by CT angiogram, six (6.4%) PE by V/Q scan, and

33 (35.1%) DVT by duplex ultrasound. Fifteen (16.0%) were catheter-

associated upper extremity DVTs that occurred in 13 (24%) patients.

Index VTE cases included 35 (63.6%) PEs and 20 (36.4%) DVTs;

8 (40.0%) of which were catheter-associated. For the initial VTE, out-

patient treatment consisted of warfarin in 31 (56.0%), low-molecular-

weight heparin (LMWH) in 10 (18.2%), rivaroxaban in five (9.1%),
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